**Outdoor Education Degree Checklist**

**Introductory Courses (1st year)**
- **INT100**: A Sense of Place (1-3 cr)
- **AS100**: Tools and their Application (2 cr)
- **NS107**: Ecology (3 cr)
- **SS106**: Exper. Ed. I (3 cr)
- **SS111**: Exper. Ed. II (1.5 cr)
- **SS190**: Work Search (1 cr)
- **NS205**: Environmental Science (3 cr) [prereq: NS107]
- **HM110**: Writing & Speak. to Issues (3 cr)

**Mid Level Courses (2nd-3rd year)**
- **SS202**: Environmental Policy & Law (3 cr) [prereq: HM110, NS107]
- **SS300**: Practicum in Environ. Steward. (6 cr) [prereq SS190]
- **HM225**: Writing & Communications (2 cr) [prereq SS300]
- **SS233**: Small Group Dynamics (2 cr) [prereq SS106]
- **AS256**: Wilderness First Responder (4 cr)

Choose one of the following:
- **SS240**: Education & Learning Theory (2 cr)
- **SS241**: Foundations of OEL (3 cr) [prereq SS106]

**Upper Level Courses (3rd-4th year)**
- **SS320**: Group Process for Outdoor Leaders (3 cr) [prereq SS233, SS240 or SS241]
- **SS330**:: Experiential Curric. Design (3 cr) [prereq SS240 or SS241]
- **SS325**: Education and Culture (3 cr) [Junior/Senior Status]
- **INT432**: Senior Seminar (3 cr) [prereq senior status]

Choose one of the following:
- **SS310**: Land Use Planning (3 cr) [prereq SS202]
- **SS370**: Wildland Stewardship (3 cr) [prereq SS202]

Choose one of the following:
- **Senior Applied Research Project:**
  - INT439: SARP I (1 cr)
  - INT440: SARP II (9 cr)
  - HM445: SARP III (presentation) (3 cr)

**At least 8 credits of the following:**
- **AS190**: Intro to Rock Climbing (3 cr)
- **SS207**: Challenge Course I (3 cr)
- **AS208**: Canoe Trip Guiding (3 cr) [prereq SS106, SS240 or 241]
- **AS222**: Whitewater Canoeing (2 cr) [prereq SS106 & HM/NS/SS100]
- **AS225**: Ice Climbing (2 cr)
- **AS230**: Rock Climb. Techniques (3 cr) [prereq AS190]
- **NS/SS255**: Environmental Education: Elementary School Outreach (3 cr)
- **AS334**: Mountain Expedition Skill Practicum (2 cr) [prereq NS107, SS106 & SS111] (part of Sierra Nevada Wilderness Field Program)
- **AS272A**: Topics in Applied Science: Advanced Cross-Country Skiing (2 cr) [prereq SS111]

**Work Requirement (flexible time-period)**
- Complete 10-weeks of work in OE through Practicum (SS300) or non-credit work experience
- Complete one semester of work in OE as a Course Assistant, College Teaching Experience Assistant, or a work college position

**Strongly Recommended Courses**
- **NS206**: Human Nutrition (3 cr)
- **NS235**: Natural History of the North Woods (3 cr)
- **NS200**: Watershed Ecosystem Analysis (3 cr) [prereq NS107]
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